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Strategic ·Planenters next phose
Corky Hansen
News Editor

around the university throughout
spring semester. Further input will
guide the final draft of the plan,
The first phase of BSU's five-year
which will be submitted to President
strategic plan was completed earlier
Charles Ruch in May, he said.
this month as Interim Executive Vice
"I'm hoping that the plan will sug. President Daryl Jones conducted the. gest a future
for Boise State
fifth and final Strategic Planning
University," Jones said
Open Forum.
, According to Jones, the plan will
Jones said the input gathered from
concentrate on what can be done in
the open forums wUI be utilized to
the immediate future to improve the
form a rough draft of the plan by
service given to students, faculty and
January, when it will be distributed
. staff.

t :

"We cannot do too much to invest
issues discussed in the open forums.
in our employees and students,"
Lincoln said the aim of the instituJones said.
tion should be to provide opportuniThe fifth forum, "Developing Our
ties for students, faculty and staff to
Human Resource Base," concentrated
realize their potential without impedon developing the university as an
ing their academic and professional
organization.
growth.
"The only organizations that will
"People do want to do good things
succeed in the future are those that
... [but] more often than not we're in
will learn," said Marketing ProfesSor
their way," he said.
Doug Lincoln, who has collaborated
with the administration in compiling .
~ Strategy continued
the background information for the
on page 8

Reaching the
halfway point
on success
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In addition to increased
The current ASBSU execuaccess
to financial
aid,
tives made it clear they supASBSU also promised touchported
a platform
of
tone telephone registration.
improved access to financial
"Touch-tone
telephone
aid, touch-tone
telephone
registration is on hold right·
registration and lower prices
now; We are waiting for the
Arblter/ScO!t Rlmn
at Marriot. Almost seven
results' of an independent
A customer checks out The Bookstore's currentChai.tnlas Sale.
months later, the feelings are
consultant,"
Registrar
mixed
on the political
Susanna Yunker said.
accountability
of the CJ
' However, she didn't give
Martin/Brent Hunter adminany, of the credit to ASBSU
istration.
for the progress on the sys'iWe have accomplished
tem.
almost all of our campaign
,"We have always planned
promises," said ASBSU Vice
to have touch-tone registraPresident Hunter.
. tion. I expected it long before
"It has been exciting to see . now," Yunker said.
Hollee Blankenship
Tim Brown, university
librarian,
it all come together."
Hunter said the only camStaff Writer
expressed gratitude to 'The Bookstore for its
However, not everyone is
paign promise that is no
contribution.
as enthusiastic
about the
longer being pursued
is
The library improvement campaign stands .
He said the Bronco Athletic Association
accomplishments of the curlower prices at Marriot.
$2,500 closer to meeting the McCain family's
has also contributed to the cause,
rent ASBSU administration;
"We didn't succeed in lowchallenge, thanks to the Library Benefit Sale
"The library has been very fortunate," he
"1 don't think they are
ering coffee and popcorn
held in October by The Bookstore.
said.
accountable at all. I struggled
prices at Marriot, but that
In the Warren McCain Challenge, given to .
BSU Foundation Director Bob Fritsch said
with the Financial Aid Office
wasn't an important
issue
the university in October, $2 million will be
about $25,000 has been raised in 'just over a
for two months.agaln this
.anyway We were just kind of
used as an endowment to provide pennamonth's time.
semester. I really can't, see
joking around," he said.
nent support for the collection and develop"It's fantastic," he said
that anything has changed,"
Hunter said it was never
ment costs of the Warren E. McCain Reading
Leavitt said the amount raised from the
said Mitch Mayne, senior
made an issue during conRoom and Collection. If BSU matches their
sale was close to what The Bookstore had
communication major.
tract negotiations.
with
donation, $1 million will be donated by the
anticipated ..
. McCairifamilybyDec.1, 1994.
Hunter said anew finanMarriot
earlier.
in the
"It went really well," she Said.
cial aid counselor has been
semester.
Melissa Leavitt, Bookstore trade departLeavittsaid another benefit sale will take
added to the staff in the
Others were satisfied with
mentmanager,coordinated
the five-day
place in the near future; Shes,?d she hopes
Financial Aid Office and that
event. The sale included overstocked titles. others will follow the Bookstore s example.
• ASBSUcontinued
"the lines of communication
and used textbooks. More than 4,000 books
. "Perhaps this will get more organizations
between
the two offices
6npage 3
were sold at prices lowas 25 ce~ts...
to help," she said

Benefit sale nets $2,5QO
for library challenge
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.'_.Arbiter. are takiitg a,breatherover the

. holiday.'
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e"B.e.,pr.eparedfor
our return on .
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National6reens to convergeon80isei
.0.- J(QIDe!'

wJth Idaho Iw Human
and 'Your PamUy, friends

~

The Greens are "'nowhere' on
~
the tJ'aditionaJ poUtk.a1 spectrum,
and Neighbors.
.
Knapp 6aid. He Nid because they
The . 1994 National
Greens
...People want to know about
believe it is important to use their
Catheri.ng is COming to BSU, and how to deaJ with (the anti-gay iniown organization to model the
tbeCampus
C.reens are DJganiring tiative] and the GJft'IlSare interestchange
they are seeking, they use
the national Jl1IfftiDg.
ed in offering Idaho heJp,'" Knapp
consensus for decisions and guarThe eatnpus ~nizafio.n
is ausaid.
antee leadership for minorities and
l'en~y finaliZing its constitution.
There are about 200 local GJft'IlS, women.
There are seven current members,
and the nationaJ organization is the
The Greens' general goal is to
Wd Jon ~,me.mbe.r
oftbe BSU Greens/Green
Party USA. Five
create
a society in which humans
Campus GreenS and member of the states have recognized state Green
can
maximize their fullest potential
national gafhering oversight com- parties. The first officially recog- while recognizing the ecological
mittee.
nized party w~ in Alaska, and the
constraints and working within
The draw to Idaho was the Idaho
biggest is in CaJifornia with over them, Knapp said.
Citizeits Alliance's anti-gay initia.
100,000 voters. New Mexico,
The first Green party was f0undtlve. The fOCus of the conference
Hawaii and Arizona also have reced
in West Germany in 1979. Their
will be homosexual Jiberation, in
ognized parties. .
slogan waS,."We are neither left nor

. Wif.o:r-in-dliel

. right, but in fronL'" The Greens
loJmed indie UDiIed States in 1984. .
In Boise, the Greens began in
1990. Their first action Was to
mardl in Ibe fim annual Gay and
Lesbian Fn!edom Parade. In April
of 1990 they established the Green
Ruder, a monthly pUblication
wbidl serves as a fonim for crr...So
roots adivisIs.
0"""
.
The Guen ReJulerfeatures local
art, poetry and fiction as well as
local calendar events and is distrib'!ted throu~h SUbscription.
COpIeS are aVailable. at theBSU
information
desk, the Koffee
Klatch,. the Coffee News, the Flicks
Lucky 13 and the Co-op.
'

BSU'sHispanic count on the rise
Jorge Andrade
Staff Writer

According to .JenSen, 7075 percent of the Hispanic
students enrolled in the-uniThere are more Hispanic
versity this year entered
students attending BSU this through CAMp, a federal
year than last year, accord- program which awards
ing to John Jensen, director
scholarships to students
of the
BSU College
who are migrant workers,
Assistance
Migrant
and helps them through a
Program/High
School
structured year-long educaEquivalency Program.
tional curriculum.
Jensen said 5 percent of
CAMP retention counthe current BSU population
selor Arnold Hernandez
is Hispanic, up from 3 per.
said the students receive
cent over the past few years.
frequent help through coun"That's a ~ery good per- seling arid tutoring.
centage," Jensen said.
"They don't work during

their first semester in school
so they can become
involved in campus life," he
said.
Jensen said the students
receive help in finding jobs,
scholarships and financial
aid after finishing with
CAMP.
"BSU is quite supportive
of Hispanic students in
CAMP,H Jensen said.
Hernandez said getting
Hispanic students into college is difficult because the
parents often need their
children to stay at. home to

contribute

finances.

to the family

.

Jay Fuhriman, BSU bilinguaJ education program
director, said the unstable
life of the migrant worker
makes receiving a quality
education difficult.
"This kind of work takes
Hispanic families from
place to place, and students
need to adapt themselves to
different schools. Their
quality of education is not
as consistent and of the
good quality as it should
be," Fuhriman said.

In case of an emer-

gency, dial 9- 1-1.
November
24.
Bwg1aJy. BSU -chaffee
HaD.
.
November
28.
Malicious injury to
property. SUB parking
lot, east side.

~r2.
Battery.
Campus Lane

TRADE TEXTBOOKS FOR TREASURE
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WIN One of these boom boxes
• Sony CD Radio Cassette Recorder
• MSgJavox Double.k Cassette Stereo
• PanlllOfllc StelBOCassette
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One of seven aso sweat shirts·
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WIN One of the following
* Digital Clock Radio
* FMlAM Walkman
* Panasonic Stereo Cassette
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WIN One of fourteen BSU baseball caps
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Panel eyes hopefuls
for key admtn posts
,

,

Ted W. Anderson
Staff Writer

c'

I'"

Search committees are currently collecting and reviewing applications for the positions of associate vice president for academic affairs and provost! vice president for
academic affairS.
The application deadline for the associate vice president position was Nov. 15.
Doug Lincoln, marketing professor and
search committee chairman, said 14 applications were SUbmitted.
BSU President Charles Ruch said he will
review applications for the provost position
in January. When the position is filled, its
name will be changed from executive vice
president to provost/vice president for academic affairs.
Daryl Jones currently fills the associate
vice president position as well as the interim executive vice president position.
Jones said the associate vice president
will have his or her hands full once hired.
"There will be a whole series of projects:
assisting the [provost/vice
presidentfor
academic affairs], faculty development,
assessment and retention," he said.
Jones said the associate vice president
provides university-wide
leadership and
assistance in planning, development and
evaluation of academic programs. He said
the associate vice president will also be in
charge of the' Academic Advising Center
and the Honors Program.
According to Jones, the associate vice
president will prepare program proposals
for presentation
to the State Board of
, Education and monitor progress toward,
implementation,of~e
universi,ty's five-year
'strategic plan, which, is ,se.t Jg be revise~
next spring and submittE!d to~uch in May.
Ionessaid some of the.responsibilities',
formerly held by the executive vice president, now the provost/vice president' position, will be taken overby the associate vice
president.,
.
.,
"Simply because of the executive Vice

• ASBSU continued

from page 1
the work of the administration.
"1 don't think we should
be so hard on them," economics
major
Brandy
Kandler said. "1 think they
do just about all they can do
with the power that they,
have."
ASBSU Sen. Dan Gus
echoed this sentiment.
,
"1 think it's important to
remember that the promises
were things they will try to
do, not things they will
accomplish. There are a lot of
factors that are out ofthe
control of the administration," Gus said.
"Accountability
is something that is given a lot of lip

president position that existed, the associate
vice president for academic affairs will have
additional responsibilities, " he said.
Lincoln said some of the added responsibilities will focus on the academic portion
of the university so the provost/vice president can spend more time on issues not
directly dealing with academics.
In addition to Lincoln, six other faculty
members and a representative of ASBSU
are involved with the search committee:
David Ferguson; Mathematics Department
associate chairman; Jim Haefer, electrical
engineering associate professor; Connie
Thomgren, health, physical education and
recreation associate professor; Darlene
Travis, radiological sciences' instructor;
Warren Vinz, history professor; Amee
Williams, ASBSU senator; and Linda Marie
Zaerr, English associate professor and
Faculty Senate member.
Qualifications for applying for the position of associate vice president include an
earned doctorate; demonstrated ability in
written and oral communication; evidence
of academic, research, and professional service; demonstrated
leadership
ability;
demonstrated success in teaching and academic administration; knowledge and skills
in program and curriculum development
and evaluation; program and services planning and coordination; and data analysis
and academic budgeting.
The associative vice president must also
have the ability to represent the university
to diverse constituent
groups such as
accrediting agencies, professional associations and program advisory groups and
must.be.able to implement policies inclu,ding, but notJimited to;cooperativeagree~'
mentsbetw~n
andamoitg academic units
andfnstitutlons.... •..•
, " ,,"','.'". ,
, The qualifications for provost/vice president are similar.
'
. ' "It is the goal of the committee to make a
recommendation,
[for the associate vice
president position] to the president by the
end of the semester," Lincoln said. '
,

service around here, but it's
tempered because the student body doesn't really pay
attention to what is going on
and there are limits to what.
we can do to let them know,"
Gus said.
.
Hunter was also quick to
point out the accomplishments of ASBSU that were
not in the original list of campaign promises.
.
"The
Idaho
Student
Summit was a great success
and 'the teacher evaluations
committee is anticipating
publication of those documents in a couple of month,"
he said.
, "We have also been lobbying the legislature for a new
classroom building and are
. anticipating the kick off of a
new radio show."
.

BSUprepares busy MLK week
BSU will help to celebrate
Martin
Luther
King
Jr./HumanRights
Day the
week of Jan. 17, with several
activities.
On Monday, Jan. 17 at
10:30 a.m; those interested
may join' a march .to the
Capitol. Building,where
Gov. Cecil Andrus
and
human
rights.: activist
Kathl~en Sadlit will speak A

.celebration dinner will followat
6:30 p.m. in the
Jordan Ballroom of the SUB.
Tickets to the dinner ar $10
for students,
$12 general
public.
Educational sessions surrounding
,the,
theme.
. "Confronting
Fear and
Ignorance" will ta,keplace
Tuesday Jan. 18-Fnday Jan.
21 in the SUB.

--~---

Judicial branch
finishes hectic
fall semester
Jon Wroten
Staff Writer '
The ASBSU Judiciary has
done its share this semester,
according to officials of the
ASBSU executive branch.
. "I think overall they've'
been.. as busy
as any
[ASBSU] judiciary has ever
been," ASBSU President CJ
Martin said.
The third branch of the
ASBSU' government
has
spent much of its semester
working on updating
its
internal rules, approving the
constitutions of new organizations and trying to get a
fun number
of justices.
When fall semester began
there were only two justices,
which proved very hectic
and
time-consuming,
according to Chief Justice
Kathy Stemdahl.
"Once we got our full
number of justices, everything went great. Before
that, it was miserable. We
had two people doing the
work of five," Sterndahl
said.
Martin said the' judiciary
has had a rough time dealingwith the ASBSU executive branch; springing from
an opinion
the judiciary
handed down against the
Student Programs
Board.
They found that buying Tshirts for dub members with
dub money is not, allowed ..
Martin said the decision
caused some disagreement
between the two branches.

"We've certainly had a difference of opinion," he said.
Stem dahl said the judiciary only did what it was
asked to do.
"We have to interpret the
senate code as we see it.
They're free to change it if
they want to," Sterndahl
. said.
Maureen Sigler, judiciary
adviser, said the judiciary
has done a good job of mixing the varied perspectives
and diversity of its members.
"1 would say there was
great diversity in the items
they had to deal with. All
the individuals are independent thinkers, so there was a
variety of perspectives during discussions,
which I
think resulted
in quality
decisions," Sigler said.
Justice Erin L. Drouillard
said the new members have
done well at improving constitutions,
and there has
been an increase in the number of clubs and organizations on campus.
'
Drouillard said she hopes
students will ask the opinion
of the judiciary more often
in the future. She sai~t1lis
would eliminate manystti;;
dent complaints.
. '
"People
think we're a
board that should be more
proactive, when we can only
interpret things whe~ feople request
an opnuon,
People
confuse
our job
responsibilities,"
Drouillard
said.

Opinion split on value
of ASBSUSenate actions
Jon Wroten
Staff Writer

"A lot of the bills have
dealt with the senate code, the
election code, etc. I think the
The ASBSU Senate has
average student could care .
been productive and ineffecless about.the senate code,"
tive, unified and divided durASBSU President CJ Martin.
ing the past semester, dependsaid.
ing on whose opinion is taken
However, Martin said he
into account.
was pleased with the senate's
Those were the responses
diversity.
ASBSU officers gave about the
"In terms of its demoissues the senate discussed,
graphic breakdown, except
their dealings with the ASBSU for females it's more or less an
executive branch and their
accurate breakdown of the
teamwork with each other.
BSU campus," Martin said.
"1 think that although we
Although the senate has
haven't produced a whole lot
dealt with a liinited number
of legislation, I don't necessarof bills and resolutions, there
ily think that's bad," ASBSU have been a number of conSenate Pro-Tern Clint Bolinder
troversial bills, including the
said.
,
senate's support of an AIDS
Bolinder said the sena te
exhibit that appeared [n the
has kept busy working on
Heiningway Western Studies
internal matters, promoting
Center and their $1,000 contrithe shuttle bus and encouragbutionto Leadership Quest, a
ing students tosigna petition
bill that needed the tie-breakdrive to get a new classroom . ing vote
ASBSU Vice
building built on campus.
President Brent Hunter to
However,other
members
pass.
of ASBSU said 'the .senate
Former Pro- Tem .Terry ,
needs to spend more time on
Jones. said much of this conissues thafrelateto. the avertroversycouldbe
done away
age, everyday student.
with if the senate disposed of

of

the resolution process.
"Things like whether or
not-Tom Trusky should have .
his AIDS exhibit on campus
don't serve to help the cohesiveness of senate," Jones
said.
Several other senators,
including Jones, said the senate did a good job of staying
cohesive and focused when
controversial bills did appear.
"1 think the people in senate
worked really well. together,
on both a personal and business manner," ASBSU Sen.
Jodie Farnsworth said.
Some senators said the
ASBSU executive and legislative branches didn't work
together vel)' well.
.
..
"At times there was a
breakdown in communication
between senate and executive
staff. Those are really strong
ties that should have been
kept a lot tighter," foimer Sen.
Ginger Wright said.
Bolinder said.as the senate
moves
into
the spring
semester, it needs to stay
focused and unified in its
duty to serve BSU students.
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Season OfshotiJ1g

BSU clubs bring holiday cheer
Kerri Walker
Staff Writer
Just because it's finals
week, don't thinkBSU students aren't in the holiday
spirit. On the contrar~_
many organizations have
planned parties as well as
service projects.
The Communication
Student Organization has
set up a tree in the
Communication Building's
main office where anyone
is encouraged to bring a
gift. The gifts will be distributed to needy families
in the valley.
The names of the families who receive the gifts
will remain confidential.
"We don't lower peopIe's self-esteem, but it
. still, gives other people a
chance to do something
good," Jim Philpot, CSO
public relations officer,
said.
"1 put my faith in peopIe that they will respond

and they will bring things
in," he said.
ASBSU has coordinated
a service project with
ShopKo, in which 20holiday baskets were put
together and distributed to
non-traditional
students,
single mothers and students living in the residence halls just before
Thanksgiving.
ASBSU. Sen;
John
Fangman said they were
"awesome baskets with a
nice turkey and a whole
box of groceries."
Fangman said he would
like to thank ShopKo for
helping with this project as
it was a great help to the
students.
,
"1 really appreciated 'it
and would like to encourage not only Thanksgiving
but also Christmas and
other stuff to help out students," he said.
Many religious clubs are
also planning service projects and parties.

The Latter-Day Saint
Dan Drake" president of
Christ will attend a confer_
Baptist Campus Ministries,
Student Association hostence in Portland in January.
said his organization will ed a Christmas formal Dec. The conference will include
be caroling at several nurs10 at the SUB, and will
participants
from
ing homes in the area and . have a Christmas concert
Washington,
. Oregon,
will also baby-sit for the Dec. 19. The concert will
Montana and Utah as well
people who attend church
be held at the SpEC, and
as Idaho.
Christmas parties.
tickets are available at the
"It should be a great
Campus Ministry plans
LDS Institute.
, time for all the students
to cut down a tree and
"It's really been a very
involved,", said adviser
decorate it together -.They popular activity that we've
Tom Waller.
also plan
Waller said
to do a serAs Christ brought resolution to the . members will
vice prospend a day
ject
at world, we will try to bring resolureaching out to
Chaffee
tions to individuals and families by people by disHall.
tributing food
"We'll talking about how to have faith
and
talking
probably
about love and
and
hope
in
Christ.
go around
forming a rela- .
and help
tionship
with
folks clean
Christ.
Tom
Waller
up
their
"As Christ
roo
m s
Campus Crusade for Christ brought resolu. toward the '
adviser tion to the
end of the
world, we will
semester,
. try to bring resdone and it's popular with
maybe hand out Christmas
olutions to individuals and
the community," LDSSA
cookies," said Howard
families by talking about
President
Wes
Powell
said.
Jones, the organization's
how
to have faith and hope
Campus Crusade For
adviser.
in Christ," he said ..

Holdup victim describes painful ordeal
ToddSholty
StaffWriter

were not locked and the
man who had asked where
the bathroom was had fhe
First, you get held up.
only other customer in the
Second, you get fired
store pinned to the ground.
because you were held up. Davis was led around by
Third, you have to drop out
her hair and given instrucof school because you got
tions by the robber. "Don't
fired. Fourth, you have to
open the register! I want
move out of your apartment
you to open the drawer," he
because you had to drop
screamed.
out of school. Not exactly a
"If he would have taken
good week, for most people.
the money from the register,
Carrie Davis was attendhis picture would have been
ing BSU, employed at the
taken by the camera on the
Maverik convenience store
counter," Davis said. On the
at the corner of Boise
counter, there is a hidden
Avenue and Protest Drive,
camera disguised
as a
living
at
speaker
University
which
is
Manor (hous- ... the other
activated
ing for marwhen money
ried students) came up from
is
taken out
and looking behind her,
of a certain
forward to findrawer
in
ishing school. grabbed her
Until Aug. 13, neck, ripped her the cash register.
that is.
Friday the
13th, no less.

glasses off her
head and
crushed them
with his foot.

Davis
was
working the
swing shift at
the Maverik
on a Friday
afternoon when, at about
4:30 p.m.;. two men entered
the store and began to wait.
One of the men asked
Carrie where the bathroom
was while the other came
up from
behind
her"
grabbed her around her
neck, ripped her glasses off
her head and crushed them
with his foot. DaviS, who is
legally blind without her
glasses, had no idea who
, her assailant was.
. lilt's if he knew that I
.Was blindwithoutmy
ghls~
, es," saiciDayis;..\._
..
.. Atthisp()int,t~;taoors

as

"They

.

.'

"

Carrl. Davis stands In front of th. Mav.rlk coriv.nl.nc.
was once employed•

. obvio,usly
knew what
the safe when it accumuthey were
lates
to over $125. When the
doing,"
Maverik was robbed, there
Davis said.
was over $1,000 in the
The
drawer,
which Violatescomwhole robpany policy. However
bery took about a minute,
Davis said. DUring the rob- Davis said most of th~
bery she' was struck on the employees just wait until
back and on the jaw, caus- their shift is almost over
ing injUries she still has to and then drop the money.
The follOWing Monday.
deal wi~h.·When the police
came, the robbers were out Davis was fired for not fol~
of the store, in their car and lowing co~pany policy. She
doesn't understand why her
out of sight.
managers went to such
After getting descriptions
of the two men, the police extremes.
"That's the way I was
found that close to $1,000
had been taken, all from the trained; why ,didn't they
drawer next to the cash reg- talk to me? They won't look
at me, they Won't talk to
ister.
,
'
me," she said. Maverik .
',' According to Maverik
management .refused .to
p()licy~'themoney
in the
dra~er is jo be. du~pea in comment' oIl Davis' firing
and the robbery.
. .•....
" .

Aiblter/SColl Riven

store where she

Since that time, 'Davis
"1 may not be able to be
and her husband
have
a nurse, but our main conmoved out of University
cerns are paying rent and
Manor
and
.'
putting food
she is trying 'If I. kn. ew why
on"
t~e
to return to
t bl
D VIS
.
t
'k
th
a
e,
a
full strength th ey 00.
e
said ..
from
back
W h
t
inJ'u'rl'es sus- money, I might
a.
.
"
..
would DaVIS
tained during say OK, I fortell the perth~,.hIohldauvPe·to'.
give you.' If
petratorshif
.'
.
she had t e
take a pain they took it for
chance? "If I
pill to brush drug·s or'b' O'O"Z' e
knew why
my .teeth,7
i.
.'•... '....• 'they
took the
she said.
I couldn't formoney,
I
Not only is. g.ive t·h· e'm' .•...... .
migh. t say,
Davis out of
. •
'OK, I forschool
and
give you.'"
out of work;
. '.
'.'
"If they
but her nurs- '
- Carne DaVIS took' it for
ing career is.
.
....•...".'" ..... :drugs
or,
in jeopardy because of her
booze,,! couldn't forgive
,injuries.
. ...'.
, .'
them.~'
.

;
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p'f()fessorshares worl~ knowledge of art
Kevin Whitesides
Staff Writer
Felix Heap is not an
average art professor. His
style of teaching, which
incorporates humor with
fact, . makes his classes
arguably among the most
intriguing on campus.
BSU student· Gissou
Mohamobzadeh
takes an
art history class from
Heap.
'
"He's a very wellinformed, professor. He
has a great sense of
humor, so he combines the
two together, and makes
the class really interesting," Mohamobzadeb said.
.Heap/s unique background contributes to the
. marriage
of fact and
humor he extends to his
students.
'

Heap
was/born
in
lectures and papers that I
Tooele, Utah, and attended
deliver," Heap said.
public school until the
After leaving Chaska,
eighth grade. At age 14, he he
enrolled
at
the
entered Mt. St. Francis, a University of Notre Dame. '
private Catholic school,
In 1965, he achieved a
with the intent of becommaster's degree in art with
ing a Franciscan friar.
an emphasis on painting.
"My superior insight
Returning
to
the
into the universe [prompt"
University of Minnesota,
ed my decision]," he said. . he shifted his emphasis
Upon graduating from
away from art and purthe Catholic school he sued a master's degree in
attended the University of . philosophy,
which he
Dayton, Ohio, and in 1958 attained in 1968.
he completed the equivaHis interest in art comlent.to a bachelor's degree
pelled him to turn, his
in philosophy.
energies again to 'art studHe later attended the
ies with the intent of
Franciscan Seminary in achieving
a master's
Chaska, Minn., where he
degree in art, which he
achieved a master's .degree obtained in 1972.
in Franciscan studies .
Continuing his studies
'~Ido a lot of research on in art at the University of
Franciscan themes. I incor- Minnesota, he received his
, porate this research into
doctorate in 1974.

Campus spook traced
back to 1940s suicide
A.]. Maxymillian
Staff Writer

In addition to his
academic
accomplishments, Heap'
has received
numerous
grants,
including a
National
Endowment
for the' Arts
Fellowship
from
Columbia,
w h i ch
involves the
sacred and
secular art
of India. He
has
also
received the
Neh Fellowship from
the
State
University
of New York at Stony
Brook involving sigillography, the study of ancient
seals such as those used to
seal ancient documents.
His related research has
taken him to the Vatican in
Italy.
"I was [at one time]
invited by the Franciscan
college in Rome to teach
there, but I don't speak
Italian very well," Heap
said.
Heap has also traveled

dance and never missed
Student Union Building
the opportunity to attend,
was 'built, and the ballalways hoping to one day
room of the original strucEditor's note: the followbe accompanied
by a
- Spook continued
ing story was compiled
, refined young gentleman
through interviews with facof impeccable taste.
on page 16
ulty and staff.
Her success with the eligible men about the camFolklore
has always
pus was negligible. The,
, been an essential. part of awkwardness thataccomculture
pantea: a'
worldwide
new enviand
ronment'
throughout
contributed
history; BSU
to her not
knowing
is no exception;
One
anybody
and .further
particular
complicated
story from
her romanBSU's past
tic desires.
is the tale of
Things did
a ghost and
not remaina playhouse
terrible for
in the classilong, howcaltradiever,
and
tions of 'the,
for the spring formal, Dina
theater.
,
Hp·12C
was invited to attend by
In the university's salad
Financial
an upperclassman
of
days, the Communication
unknown background.
Programmable
Building was used as the
With. the usual Vigor. of
first
Student
Union.
-10 digit LCD
youth, Dina focused her
Erected in 1942, the build~99 program lines
ing housed rooms for resi- attention on the upcoming
dance. It would no doubt
dents, a lunch counter,
have
pleased"
her
areas to study and socialimmensely.to attend the
ize and a ballroom where
event with her date, ·but at
larger student events were
the last minute he decided
held.
'
to participate
in other
Dances, both formal
HP-42S
activities, informing Dina
and informal, were a poponly that he had found
ular activity in the ballScientific
"something to do."
room, and in any particuCalculator
Having been dumped
lar spring, students both
• 41 CV programming
on the day of the dance,
renewed and concluded
compatibility
Dina
was'
heartbroken
..For
their college friendships.
• Math and Scientific
some reason she could not
Graduating
students
functions
attend the gala alone, perenjoyed one last spin with
haps out of embarrassthat special person before
moving on to the war, the ment-or maybe the dance ,
was for couples only. '
workforce or to further
Whatever the reasons.. she
education, while freshmen
socialized in the hopes of was moved to despondent
action. The morning after
establishing relationships
to be, continued into the' the dance, Dina hanged
herself in jhe lavatory of
next school year.
the Student Union ballOne freshman, a young
room.
lady named Dina, newto
Dina was tragically
Boise' and away from
gone, but she would n~t
hoine,had such fantasies
'of romance. She-loved to be forgotten. In 1967 a new

A look at

Felix Heap
to such places as Japan,
Ireland and Spain, and he
has a host of recognized
papers as well as a number
of workshops to his credit.
Heap is a member of the
College Art Association,.
the
University
of
Minnesota
Alumni
Asscciatton, the Rocky
Mountain Medieval and
Renaissance Association
and the University
of
Notre
Dame
Alumni
Association.

"Whatever your Major,
lIP has a allculator for you...,
Hp·10B
Business
Calculator
-16 memory registers
.12 digit LCD
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.Just what is sexual.harassment?
. It would seem it is aterm unknown on this

campus.
.',
.
. .Last year there were several accusations of
sexual harassment. In one case, a male student filed a.tort claim against a female professor for sexual harassment. What happened to
, the case? No one really knows-except
.maybethe individuals involved.
" The negotiations were taken over by the
. university. Subsequently,.as far as the student
body is concerned, it was brushed under the
table. The professor is still teaching.
This kind of treatment of a very serious
topic furthers the stigma surrounding the
problem-s-just as in rape cases suppressing
the evidence furthers, the stigma others feel.
This means fewer people are going to come
forward with their accusations ..
By shoving these cases under the table, the ,
university is instructing students not to tell
about these cases because they will not win.
This treatment is nonproductive.
,
. Did you ever have one of,
to be. Between 1979 and 1982,the
A university should be a place of open and
those days that just won't leave
disease that we call AIDS went
free ideas, but by suppressing sexual harassyou alone? Not the whole day,
through SEVEN name
ment cases, the university is turning off that
perhaps just one part of it.
changes; each one being modiMaybe even just a part of a day
fied to more accurately
open flow.
continues to bug you for
describe the wasting condition
When the details cannot be given, the uniweeks. I had a day like that.
of the disease. AIDS doesn't
versity should make a pronouncement of the
AUit took was a few minutes
know if you are straight or
settlement. Students walking into this
with one person to upset me
gay, male or female, black,
instructor's class should know the backso. Am I dwelling on somewhite, brown, young or old. IT
thing that I should have let go
IS A DISEASE mAT
ground of the case in order to form an
10 days ago? Ldon't think so.
AFFECfS EVERYONE
informed decision and, hopefully, a trust in
I'm
dwelling
on
AIDS.
.
.
REGARDLESS!
2. It is estimatthat professor. If the university suppresses .:
'FIleperson
that
got
my
dander)
,.
'ed
that
there'
are
over 13 MJL.;,
this information, how are the students supup so well also scared the hell out
UON cases offfiV /AIDS
posed to trust any instructor?
of me. Where I oncethj)ught that
worldwide! On agIobal level,
Another instructor filed a discrimination
people had moved beyond the Dark Ages, I
homosexual transmission of the IDV / AIDS
suit which included age and sex discriminanow find that I was greatly mistaken. I was
virus accounts for only 15 percent of the cases,
informed that: 1. AIDS is a gay disease, since
while heterosexuals account for 71 percent of
tion. While different from sexual harassment,
it was once called "Gay Cancer" and 2.
the total. Where does itsound like the most
suppressing this sort of suit has similar conAmerica has the highest outbreak of AIDS
people are dying? Why quibble over numbers?
sequences. New staff and faculty at ,BSU
(due to all the liberals) and 3. the AIDS virus
How many corpses have to stack up at your
deserve to know the university's past treatcan maneuver through a.condom, thus makfront door before you smell the rot of ignoment of such cases in order for them to feel'
ing latex an ineffective barrier and 4. homosex- rance?3. The AIDS virus, like any other virus,
secure in their jobs.
tiality is a birth defect that promotes immorali- is not mobile. It must be carried across a barrity and 5. Homosexuals molest children.
er. Latex prevents the passage of water
The University owes' it to students, faculty
Where do people get their information? Is it mQlecuIes, thus; prevents the passage of the
and staff to be open and honest about sexual
a case of the blind asking the brain dead?
AIDS virus. 4. Homosexuality is no more a
harassment and discrimination on campus.
Persons who hate and wish to destroy those
birth defect than being born black, white,
They are cheating the students, faculty and
who are different are telling others what it's
short; tall, blonde or anything else is a birth
like to be gay? Excuse me!? If you want to
defect. Ask yourself who is truly
staff and furthering the 'stigma surrounding
know what it is like to be gay (or straight or
immoral-those who love or those who teach
these crimes by holding back information.

Myths continue to run
rampant in ,AIDS issues

'"-~--~----1

The Arbiter Editorial board is made up of Editor-inChief Dawn Kramer, Managing Editor .Adam Forbes,
Opinion Editor Jon Knapp, News Editor Corky Hansen,
Culture Editor Melanie Delon, Sports Editor Scott
Samples and Chief Copy Editor Eve Costello.
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bisexual) then don't you think it would be
wisest to ask someone who is a member of the
group you wish to know about? Oh, that
makes too much sense. We are HERE! We are ..
NOT going AWAY! And, we WILL NOT stand
idly by and let you teach HATRED!
Nolv, to deal with the misinformation. 1.
AIDS is no more a gay disease than. hysteria is
a woman's condition, as it was once thought
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hate. 5. Over 90 percent of themdlviduals who
molest children are WHITE HETEROSEXUAL
MALES! ' Who can't be trusted?' .
. Please, please, please educate yourself to
live longer; Learn the facts, not the hate and
the hype, and, if you Cannot find love in your
heart for others, then at least tolerate that which
is different than yoti. Have a safe 'and happy
holiday season.

Kramer
",'.-,,'

'f,
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..Wealth·· isn't a good answer for everything
Have you ever
wanted to be
wealthy? Imean,
truly wealthy like ..
the Carnegies and
Rockefel1ers? Sure
you have! All of us
have. Suppose you
were independently
wealthy and had .
nothing to do with
your time but spend
money. (Remember:
we're only imagining
here, folks.) What
would you do with it
.
a II.?
No doubt there's a few noble
.souls who would give all they had
to the homeless, indigent, seriously
.ill and the like. Let's suppose that
all your (or mine, if you prefer)

Candidate
affacked unfairly
Dear Editor,
On Dec. 2, I attended the oppor.tunity to meet Chuck Winder, the
Governor hopeful, who came to BSU
to meet with some of the politically
active students here. Everything was
going great until Sean Lee Brandt
pranced into the meeting. Brandt
appeared as though he was there on a
mission, accused Winder of being a
racist and then dodged out the backdoor before anyone could question his
ignorance.·"
.
.' . .
.Brandt asked Wmder how it could
be fair to teach communism and 'not
homosexuality in public schools since
they are both "bad" things. Brandt,
wake up and smell your java!
Communism is something that played
a major role in America for a large part
of this centuryand in no way"can be
compared to the homosexual agenda.
The only similarity they do have .~ the
threat they pose on this great nation
and the morals it was built upon.
Now Sean, don't jump the gun and
accuse me of being racist. Idon't hate.
homosexuals nor do Ipossess a pho- .
bia. But I do believe in restricting any
special interest from special rights, be
it for gays or people who like to have
long hair. Gays have the. same rights
as anyone else in this nation. Name
one expressed right they don't have
compared to heterosexuals, Ichallenge you to this Sean.
. Jason "Jake" Caulfield
Editor's Note: Sean Brandt states that
the basis of his question was: Since Mr.
Winder, and not Brandt, feels homosexuality is bad, why are other things he
feels are bad, e.g. communism, taught in
school and not homosexuality?
.

Mills reflects current
.'plunder' affitude
Dear Editor,
RE: Camy Mills October 26 column.
No, Carny, I haven't been living in
a cave and I don't feel misinformed. H
people like you and the timber industry made decisions, destruction ~s .
usual would continue in our fo~ts.
People like you that feel the Earth is
here for man's plunder obyi()us!y., .
have no real appreciation for our e!1Vl~
. roiunent as a whole and our place m
thebig~~.
,

money went tothe government's domestic
programs. Certainly,
public health clinics
would benefit, as
would programs for
criminals giving community service as part
of their sentences and
the general indigent
population. However,
the only real benefit to
all of these programs,
and to the people they
serve, would be
increased funding.
Throwing money at something
will not take care of the problem, no
matter what it is. From criminals to
the single mother of three on welfare barely making ends meet,
increased funding will not get to the

. root of the problem. Most of the
time each case is unique and
.requires a different approach to
solving the problem.
A prime example of this is the
supposed correlation between high-.
er teachers' salaries and student
success. We can all agree that teachers are sorely underpaid, and for all
they are expected to deal with, they
ought to be making a lot more.
However, rio correlation between
higher salaries and student success
exists.
Regarding this, newly appointed
State Sen. Hal Bunderson said, "The
biggest difference is the environment at home and in the community and in the quality of the teaching." Dietrich School District is a
perfect example. Teacher salaries
are low, and, amazingly enough,

students' test scores are high and
the dropout rate is low. Sen. '
Bunderson nailed it right on the
head.
Increased funding will not help
students score higher and go to
Harvard, but quality teaching and
an improved home environment
will. It is easy to see that every situation is different, but you must go to
the root of the problem in order to
solve it, not throw more money at it.
All the money in the world will
not cure AIDS, drug and alcohol
addicts or criminal behavior.
Increased funding and trying to
solve the problem from the top
down (i.e. the socialistic Clinton
Health Care Plan) will not solve
problems. However, improving our
home environments and emphasizing personal responsibility will.

The situation has degraded to the
when are you going to come out of
point that people like you only focus
yours and realize that we as a society
on a bird, and not on the total probcannot strap the blinders on and
lem. Whole ecosystems are dying and
abuse our environment as we have
you focus in on an owl.
done.
You would argue that environmentalists feel that we should be less
]effMurri
humane to humans than we are to
other species. On the contrary. Ijust
don't think we have the right to kill
off other forms of life to satisfy our
own natural resource consumption.
People like you are currently burning
Dear Editor, •
the hell out of the rain forests of
Brazil.
A big thank you to Delmar Stone
Takea drive, Carny, up around
. and Jade Millington for their different
Warren above McCall and look at
; yet s~
articl~ and letter to the ediwhilt'your blessed timber industry is " torIn the"'nJesday December 7, 1993, .
doing. From the road everything looks Arbiter issue .
fine, but if you drive back fifty feet
Gee, if only I could label like Stone
you Will see miles of clear-cut forest.
or exclude like Millington. It would
Doesn't the timber industry preach
make any attempt to read, study or
that clear cutting doesn't happen anyinform myself about any issue a real
more? Seven years ago there was
snap. Just say no to critical thinking.·
intense logging above Ola and Sweet
I'll just slap a PC label on it, turn
in the Third Fork Creek drainage.
up the volume on Mr. See I Told You
Drive up there and take a peek Carny.
So, na-na-na-na-na-na (Limbaugh) or .
You say that the industry replants
whomever does not "tickle my ears
'. :numbs my unique voice for the sake
what it cuts down. They haven't up
with philosophy and empty decepof the whole. It's easy. Too easy.
there.
tion" (watch it-Biblical reference
No, I haven't been in a cave Carny,
there) but I'll ascribe to whomever
' Carolyn Maria Bevington

Column, leffer just
say 'no' to thought
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Kerri Walker
StaffWriter
With finals looming
ahead, many BSU students
and professors are concerned how the flu season
will affect them during this
stressful week.
Student Nikki Cannon
said she has been sick and is
concerned about finals and
finishing all of the assignments due before finals. She
'said most teachers have

• Strategy continued
from page 1
According to Lincoln, 44
percent of BSU employees
who answered a campuswide survey said they were
uncertain if "employee support at all levels is adequate:' He said 41 percent
said support services are not
adequate.
Lincoln said employee
input is important because it
is difficult for the university
to assess where more services are needed.
"Employees have said
there's not enough. Where is
more needed?" he said.
BSU Affirmative Action
Director Betty Hecker said
employees are rarely offered
the opportunity to advance
within the university.
"We have not recognized
those changes in our own
people; we tend to look out~
side," Hecker said.
Jones said there are services which help employees
gain the skills that enable
them to advance in the university, such as fee waivers
for taking BSU classes, .
employee training sessions
and administrative internships.
The possibility of extending opportunities for internships at the university to students was also discussed.
Hecker pointed out that
employees sometimes are
type-cast into a certain role
from which they're not able
to leave. She said the lack of
promotion to classified and
professional staff leaves
many women and minorities
in on-campus "ghettos:"
Jones said the university .
has also begun to address'
diversity issues.
.
"We have a lot happening
in this area," he said. But the
university has a long way to
. go to meet its goals, he said-.
John Jensen, education .
professor and director of the .
High School Equivalency
Program and the College
Assistance .Migrant Program,
said many. minorities still
feel culturally uncomfortable" on theBSU campus.. .'.
"The students really don't
.feel that -we do as milch as
weC011Id,"Je~'said.
H

';'

"

been' understanding
and
have been willing to work
with her.
Another student, Carol
Gross, said she has had to
"postpone getting really
sick." She said she has
found it hard getting in all
the last assignments and has
probably written many incoherent papers.
"1 could not be sick and I
knew that I couldn't-there
is no time, especially during
the week. I try to wait 'til

the 'weekend," Gross said.
Professors are sympathe tic to sick students but
they have concerns about
being too lenient.
English Professor James
Maguire said during a class
if a student is really sick and
did not make the final he
would give the student an
incomplete that could be
made up later. He cautioned
students to be sure they
were really sick and had
proper validation from a

Jones said the university
as a whole needs to be more
cultutallyaware.
"We really need to be
more sensitive in that area,"
Jones said.
Jones also said the university has gained a reputation
among certain circles for
being culturally positive for
minorities.

"1think some of our efforts

_

are bearing fruit," he said.
Jensen said the financial
aspectis often underestimated indealing with minorities.
"The financial issue is so
overwhelming. That's just an
underlying issue for students
here and across the nation,"
he said.
Jones said the decline in
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.: final,isthe' short amount of
Judith Lombardi, adjunct, ,Hme to prepare grades
faculty art professor, hasbet\\Teen
finals and. When
noticed a lot of students
they need to be turned into
absent, yet-she said she is
the Registrar's Office.
cautious about offering.stuOrvis Burmaster, English
dents the possibility of takassistant professor, said he
ing the final late, as some has not seen many more
may just use it as an ex£Use.· absences than normal. He
She said' she has been sicksaid!te
isconcernedthat
a
also, but still makes it to
student may take advantage
class-after all it only lasts
of the offer of an alternative .
an hour, she said.
time for a final, .
Lombardi said another
problem with giving a late
financial aid relative to the
student population growth
could lead the university to
establish internships
as
another way to help students.
"It may very well be that
we're going to have to find
other ways to provide students with financial assistance," Jones said.
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currently offers
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
opportunities

EMP_LOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
If you're looking for a job
on campus that combines a
.progressive pay plan, training,
and maybe' even a career,
checkout these job openings
at BSU Radio: .

• Audiq Technicians
• Business Assistants

BSU Radio is one of the
fastest growing public radio
stations in the country, and is
quickly gaining a national reputationforoutstandingprogramming--with staffing that relies
primarily on tqp-qualitystudents.

If you meet these qualifications~ ••
- BSU student with a minimum 2.5 G.P.A.
. .
- Freshmen welcome with high school G.P.A. of3.0
- .Strong communicafionskills· .'
.
.-'Desire.•.
'tO·.work•.With•..
.. Cl-i•..hig~-inte9sity:•..
~roadcast.t~arn'
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FRIDAY

-Min'i 'Tower
-128K Cache memory
-4MBRAM
-130 MB Hard Drive
-1.44 MB 3 1/2" floppy drive
-1.2 MB 5 1/4" floppy drive
-16 Bit IDE conlroller card
-SVGA Graphics card w/lMB
16 Bit 1024x768 resolulion
-14" .28mm dot pilch non-inlerlaced color monitor
(1024x768)
-2 serial,l parallel, I game port
-101 key enhanced keyboard
-Mouse wI software
-Surge proteclor

S
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Includes MS/DOS 6.0 & Windows 3.1 installed!

486DX50MHz

. . . . .. . . . .. . .

We also carry The 486DX 66 MHz!

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Options

-Internal CD-ROM drive (350ms)with Soundblaster Pro and MPC
external speakers
-CD-ROM Pack with Multimedia Encyclopedia
$425
-Internal send/receive faxIModem (i4.4 baud fax. 14.4 baud
modem)

$199
_ Colorado Memory 250 MB internal tape backup

$199
- Logitech Trackball

$75

Printers and Software available
Custom Configurations also :avaUable
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l\fON-FRI ·.'~5
SATURDAY
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•Full tower with cooling fanlheal sink on chip
-All INTEL
-VESA local bus 24 Bit
-4MBRAM
-256K Cache memory
-245 MB hard drive
-1.44 MB 3 112"f1oppy drive
-1.2 MB 51/4" floppy drive
-32 Bit IDE controller card
-SVGA Graphics card w/l MB
-16.1 million colors
-1280xl024 resolution
-.28mm dot pitch non~interlaced color monitor
(l024x768)
"2 serial, 1parallel. 1 game port
-101 key enhanced keyboard
-Mouse with software
-Surge proteclor

$1l~~~~~~
Includes MS/DOS 6.0 & Windows 3.1 installed
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currently offers
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
opportunities

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
If you're looking for a job
on campus that combines a
progressive pay plan, training,
and maybe even a career,
check out these job openings
at BSU Radio:
- Audio Technicians

- Business Assistants

Broa(

10366 Fairview Ave. 2168
376-ROSE
342-

Roses Starting at $9.l

ROUND-383-0073

- \\\_1=

& Senior Discounts· 1/1

LOCATED NEAR ALBERTSON!

5 Mile & Fairview

8th St. Marketplace
404 S. 8th st. 338-5914
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c'(:>LD WEATHER CLOTHING ... Large selection!
For any Action Sport Activity.
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MOUNTAIN
BIKES-93 models priced to move.
94 models in stock with more on the way.
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IN LINE SKATES-93 model closeout.
. '. Great prices for Christmas!

Gomer of 15th & Front-oPEN

We 1\
MON.,THUF
FRI.,SA
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.
BSU Radio is one of the
fastest growing public radio
stations in the country, and is .
quickly gaining a national repu- ,
tation for outstanding programming--with staffing that relies
primarily on top-quality students,

If you meet these qualifications ...
- BSUstudent with a minimum 2.5G.P.A.
,
. ~Freshmen welcome with. high,'scho'oIG~P.A~of 3.0
- Strong communlcation.skills'
,-.Desiret9,work with a high-i,MtensjtyhroCldcastteam'

Pic.k.up an applicatio~n' fgrQl',to:clayl'
: 213;
rn
S'iiTJpj~t-Mi,cr(mii1struetionalTecllnologyCente'r'

. Appli~tion J()rm~ available at BSU Radio,'R
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The Kids of today struggle' against a
media blitz telling them they're lost ...
ing to revamp the messages and
Nirvana and Pearl Jam to more
styles of groups of the past, such
obscure groups such as Rocket
from the Crypt, Flop and Boise .as Blind Melon. They copied their
name from a lesser-known guitarlocal bands.
The music of Generation X, in rock 60s group. Vocalist Shannon
Hoon admitted
in a recent
Timm's opinion, "encompasses
Rolling Stone interview that his
all genres of music" from grunge
to techno pop. He doesn't buy . band copies riffs from the more
into the Generation X music label .: obscure groups of the past.
This example of unoriginaliHowever, there has been a
ty only reinforces the Generation
rash of similar 'musical bands tryX label,
but this
is still no
reason

Melanie Delon-Johnson
Culture Editor

··B

uzzword,s are
a nn o y i n g ,
especially when they
describe
something
which generally relates
to you. This has been
the case with. the latest
media
tag
title,
Generation X. .

".

';:;"'_:Generation
X has-been a'
loosely defined word attached to
those who are in the ages of lateteens to mid-20s. Generation X
stands for a youth so devoid of
originality, .it steals from previous
generations, namely the 60s. The
label spans areas. such as
activism, language and fashion. It
has also become a prevalent term
to describe the new grou p of
mainstream alternative musical
bands.
According
to local DJ
Timothy. Timm, Generation X is
nothing more than" a Madison
Avenue marketing term." The
title Generation X was given life
by magazines and television.
Cultural commentators
in
sources such as Rolling Stone
, began to recognize parallels
between the present generation
and certain past generations, thus
applying the term Generation X.

t

~ .'

0

assume
the entire
generation is
....::."",c. made., up of. a ."
..,·'buncliofslackersj"··"
Timm said. He said
our. situation as a' generation as a whole is unlike
other ages before us.
Timm: Cited the amount of
baby boomers out-numbering the
youth and rapid technological
~
advances as a few reasons why
our generation is set apart.
.
History also sets us apart
because we will have to face
outrageous challenges and
disastrous
situations
and come through for
the survival of all
~ ..
generations
of
the future and
those from
the past.

TImm
c ontends each'
generation.
has borrowed
from their ances·tors and" each time
it's taken to a different
extreme."
Timm
hosts
a
"Generation X" radio program on Magic 93.1
which features what
he says is "everything." He displays music by
big names
such . as
RE M,

-

Doubtfire offers harmless holiday laughs
.

is a calculated attempt to
cash in on the season's good
cheer.
.
".
The
film
opens
with
MRS. DOQBmRE
Robin
Williams
as
Daniel
TOWNE SQUARE
Willard at work providing
CINEMAS .
voices for characters in a
RatedP~13
rather~ponsible
.cartoon,
Mrs. Doubtfir~ is the'pel';'
Protesting the show's confeet movie for a family look- tent to his boss; Daniel walles
ing for harmless cinematic . out of the job.
_
entertainmentthis
holiday
.Eventually, this will prove
season.
.
a mistake when his"wife,
; U's. filled with "net-tooMiranda,· played by Sally
. .. ri.S.q..1U~N...hum
.'· ()r u.nUke
·..·.I.Y.. t.o' ' Field; .divorces him and
'make mom and-dad-blush" demands custo~y of the
an~JPro\Tidesaheart:,warDt--:' ·'kidS. Not having a"job is not

..

..

Mrs. Doubtfire, Daniel's
introduced as the villain, the like Gremlins and Adventures
faux maid persona, concoct- "other man" intent on in Babysitting, though. Those
ed to spend more time with becoming the new man of films possessed sharp wit,
the kids, reinforces Williams'
the family.Of course, it is up whereas Mrs. Doubtfire's
reputation as a creative
to Daniel to keep him look- humor is extremely broad ..
genius. Here he seems to inglikeafool.
Laughs, or at least a smile,
play two people, Daniel and
. And when
Daniel's
are all but guaranteed by
Doubtfire.
With
her
unorthodox humor catches
close-ups of the adoring litBuropean accent and indithe fang of a failing chiltlestdaugbter speaking with
vidual quirks, this. housedren's television producer, it a lisp or the sight of Daniel's
keeper creation lives.'
does not take a gypsy to preplastic breasts catching fire
The first hour of Mrs.
diet he will be hired to host over the stove.
Doublfire plays smoothly, like
his own show.
. The film's previews cona lazy. summer afternoon.;'
.The movie is directed by tainthe
funniest scenes .
The ~ide-screenphotogra. Chris Columbus,' who seems
However," tocritidze.a
phy IS sharp and the pop
to be finding a niche in famimovie this harmless invites
soumitrack keeps things " ly-«iented, holiday films as. aiticism to the,aitic, which ...·· , ·It
..,;'!Jig~,~~
fOi"'~,la~~ ~
~ .."b.o~..
..: :.'._ '.., ".. ~:.:.his.:~ast ,t\V~~()utin.~s:~~!~ . .:.:is ~~.-:n.etb.i!1~;per~apsthe ..,;·;~::'.::~
,;:,";".;~e~I!,.8·;to~eth~~ne~s.;'.In
", ~iicl 'e~~._!i~.~,;~i~~:~:::.~~ .Th~:.v S1tco~mentaIitY :.:;;.~~ AlOne' andI!. .;/ .. .'.."filii\makers pred~c~ed'~IL:-"-~:~1
David M. Augello
StaHWriter
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·Pacitiers?

Xers '.fashion trends make little sense
.

Opinion by Sean Lee Brandt
Staff Writer

1
I

J

I

j

{
i

1

i

Hey everyone! Grab a pair of
,,. . fashionably priced bell-bottoms,
. some gauche patent leather elevator shoes, a wool cap with trendy
logos printed in garish colors and
head out for a night at the local
rave disco.
Better yet: Go buy a pair of
baggy pants 14 sizes too big, tie
them with a fashionably well-worn
leather belt, hike your boxer shorts
1.1-P around your sternum, and
wear a parka (off
the shoulders,
of course)
which advertises some
multi-million dollar

.

.

,

.

.'

product that is oh-so-earthy.
If you do either of the aforementioned things, then you too can be
a member in good standing of
"Generation X."
Generation X is the moniker
given to persons in the 20-something range of age. They are the
lost tribes of America, a group
with no icons, no hip movements
and, it would seem, no common "
sense in clothing.
The fashion statement that is
being made by the new hip is a
statement which I appear to be
deaf (not de/) to. I look for things
that make.
sense. Things
which can
have some
kind of
logic, no
matter
how'

.

.

.

-

....

.

faint it may be. I fail to see that
glimmer of sense in lithe look." ,
Why do some teenagers and
adults wear a pacifier around their
neck? Did their mothers not breast
feed them, so they, like so many .
others, are getting in touch with
the inner turmoil that resulted
from being denied mother's milk?
Did they all just quit smoking and
need a placebo? Or did someone .
just do it and all the other sheep
thought it was a good idea?
And now, it is time for a
chronological update: The '70s
are OVER!Just because designer
gurus tell us that bell-bottoms
and hip huggers, ugly shirts and
leisure suits are coming back into
style does not necessarily make it
so.
Sure, the '70s gave us some
good things like Led Zepplin,
Pink Floyd, economy cars, Star
War~ and Stephen King's Carrie,
but clothing was not one of those
good things. I remember countless hours of laughing over
the ridiculousness of the '70s
clothing and now I learn that
it is su pposed to be cool to dress
like a throwback.
'
Now, I'm not saying that I have
never worn anything ridiculous in
my life; parachute pants arid Navy
uniforms, for example'. Ijust don't
understa~d some of the new styles .
.that are b~ing' adopted by
.. 1 .

.'
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.

-
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~
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"Generation X."
Maybe I'm old orI'm just out of
touch. Or maybe, just
maybe, Irefuse to
give up my individuality and
wear another
uniform ever
again.

.,.-

JO'I1EDaPP

opui1on Editor

GeD. X resists

neceIllber

14, 1993

BoCJ!IUIl'8'

abOut my gen~ration. "
, been hea,rlD.ga lot frOIll you" We're "Generation X.
latelY 1ve" e're the "lost generatiOn.
can only react to
We're "s1e.Ckers.1fW~ebJl,velet you down. b~\::ponded to iSsues
1 am sorry
ven us. If we bJl,veno
it is beC80usewe
the world you have ~ tbat you dld 26 ye801':;':' Whllot'sthe point
with the same urgen
tbat such effort is w
. nly sell out for
bJl,velearned~=e :~ world 1f, in the en~:e-~':ageIllent
jOb?
of ~
to in the subUI'bSand a lousY...;..~t xna.1nta1n our integrity·
a t.1'8oCt hOme
at all At leaSt we l1U6'"
t our suggestion
This was seen widely in .
Melanie Delon-Johnson
Better we do noth1Jlg
d~mg SOIll~'
1 rese~v1SIll. The bulk of
Culture Editor
the past years when the
But manY of ~:
Amerlca.'S golden age of bY the ttxne Illost of
grunge .look was on the, cattbat the 1960s IJ).8.1'
ts IllOVeIJlentwas done
colIn X and
Fashion is a large aspect of the, . walks diJ.ringPerryEllis and
the work of the oivil =e
schOOl. (Rosa parkS, ~et,na.1Il protests, in
Generation X genre. While one could 'Calvin· Klein shows. While
you gra,dull.ted !rOInwere not bOoIners.) And the
their asses
describe this year's hippest rags as some were ready to' sneer at
}4a.rt1n
LUth~=
Inore
of
people'S
fear
of
g~
look at the genunoriginal, there is a definite move to this fashion display, Lappin
Inost
cases,
s
anY
aut;b.entiio
altrUiSIll.We
~
the
persian Gulf
a "no trend" style."
. saidit's ..a positive thing,
blOwnoff tb.8.Il. of the oonUorta.blYaged d
.
"To me, all of the 'retro fashion
because Generation X has
era.l COIllPla.C9UOY
e before us .
.~- from one generation to the next is defined,itsown fashion~
W8o1'
to prove tb.8ot.
e too Illuoh those whOcam
dOIll
based on technology," said Maureen
It may get a little annoy- .
But·1
should
not:::'::;
age
in
the
1960s
an~=~=es
itself
Lappin, co-owner of Retrospect.
ing looking at flannel shirts
ManY people l=~eIll
todaY. Their inStgllt r~:ed1t to theIn tba.n
While one could acrose Generation X and cut-off jean. shorts priced
tbat remaJDS
t they have is Inore
and dOpey
of selling out; and buying clothes tra- at $30 apiece at Shopko, but
invalua.ble to Ille. But w:
got bebind the gloss of drug8 cal sp1r1t.
ditionally worn by earlier generations,
Lappin said people will wear
to their generation, for dll~d essence of a genuinelY ~the transiLappin said this 'isn't the tase.
what they have always worn.
lyI'1OSto extr~::
~st
of yOUtn1Ssedtbat
:aourne wrote,
"We sold bell-bottoms a couple of,
"Someone . who always
UnfortlJD,a
''>7'
Wa.'1IXl8ort
all too easy· ~
idloUS
years ago," said Lappin. In talking
wears Wranglers will wear
tion froIn woodStock to
ougn ha.t'd blOWS,bUt by the inSent of the
with another Northwest fashion out- Wranglers;
someone
who
"D18illusionoomes, not tbI' "Tb1S 18the oono1Se1nd1otnl f the
let, Urban Outfitters in Seattle, Lappin always wears flannel will wear
trappmgB of worldlY su:e~' is the most iInporta.nt lesson 0
said people are "not buying bell-bot- flannel," said Lappin.
bOOIllergeneration. An
ted bY the
toms."
Lappin contends fashion is
960s
are not alreadY defes:
Lappin instead in~ists fashion is now "up to the individual" and
1
l' xpeot mY generation, if we
thl8 lesson and to lnOOrpoe
of our parents, to learn
1D8J.lY fulfill the
initsmostexdting
phase. The stag- if there's any trend she sees for
sellout cyn1018=wkind of a.ot1v1SIll
which will ; retreat, beca.use we
nanttrendsof the past are not rightly the future, it's likely to be deconrate it into a b oke Wewon't retreat. We can reviOus generation,
applying to this era. The days of struction.
,pro11ll8eyou r·
rofound1Ytba.n e.n:y P
becoming an outcast because you
As for accusing Generation X
of tbls generation, Illore Pid in our halldS.
aren't in hot pants and a cardigan
of sponging off past generations,
hold the future of the "or
.
sweater While everyone else is are . Lappin said the whole "purpose
: .
SincerelY,.
'.'" over.
of history is borrowing from it." So
The phenomenon oHop designnow as late ~70sto early ~80sstyles
ers, whose fashions often trickle down are making ~heir comeback, one .
to stpresat;the mall,' getting, th.eir, canonly\VonderwhatWiUhapr,en
ideasJ.-9m the kids ,in street ware is ' when people start dressing in 90s
alive and well. '
garbl0ye~
from now.,'
J)eU'

incredible urge to
.buy bell-bottQms
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~iYe/the gift of goodwill this 'Christmas
Christmas isa magical
time. Bells ringing, Santa
at the mall; the purchasing
of gifts and Gov. Cecil
Andrus lighting the state
Christmas tree. What fault
can you possibly find with
this seasonal cheer? How
about the absence of the
realmeaning of Christmas.
Almost 2,000 years ago, .
a poor. carpenter and his
wife couldn't even find a
dumpy hotel to stay at for
the night. She was
extremely pregnant and

they were so broke, they
slept in a bam. '
On top of it all, she had
the baby around smelly
animals while lying on-a
mass of hay.' You know
which couple I'm talking
about, and the baby is, of
course, Jesus Christ.
Why am I telling you a
story you've probably
heard a million times?
Because I think the meaning of Christmas today
sucks! How much you can
get is no way to celebrate

and el dopamine. Dec.
20: Poetry. Dec. 21:
Unplugged Music Jam.
Dec. 22: Built To Spill,
Dirt
Fisherman
and
Wirehead.
Dec.' 23:

Music

Blues Bouquet 3456605. 1010 Main. Doors
M
S 9
2
open
on- at, . p.m.a.m.r'Iue-Sat music by
the Hoochie
Coochie
Timothy Timm, Dec. 27:
Men
at 8:30 p,m.,
Poetry.
Dec.
28:
Tue-Thuand
9 p.m. Fri Unplugged Music Jam.
& Sat. Dec.J7:
Jimmy
Dec. 29:, Hu~orgod,
Lloyd Ray and The ., Butterfly
Tram. and
Switchmasters.
Potato Potato. Dec. 30:
Timothy Timm, Dec. 31:
The Cactus Bar 342- ..Miss Kimberly.
9732. 517 W. Main. Doors
open at 9 p.m. Ages 21
and over. Man nights .
are Peaches jam sessions.

goodwill toward people.
My definition of the .
meaning of Christmas is
caring. If you care about
someone, a gift is a great
way to show it, but it isn't
the only way.
The first Christmas was
humble, to say the least,
but it was the most popular one-popular because a
terrible situation was
.
made absolutely wonderful by the birth of a baby
and a whole lot of caring.
Like most college stu-

and $5 for children
under 12. All concerts
begin at 7:30 p.m. Dec.
14: Pinto Bennett. Dec.
19: A Christmas show
featuring songs and stories by Rosalie Sorrels
and Gino Sky. Dec. 20:
Tales and music of the.
Middle Ages by The
Quill Consort featuring
Joe Baldasarreand Linda
Marie Zaerr.

Art

Melanie
Delon-Johnson

Books

I

and
II of
by George
Eliot. Jan. 14: Finish discussion of Middlemarch.
Middlemarch

Compiled by Culture Editor Melanie Delon-Iohnson.
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a.-Ing self DefenIe Product
• Hat Pepper SpnIy
• Key Ring Holster
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Koffee Klatsch 345~
0452. 409 S. 8th. 18 and
over after 9 p.m. No
cover charge. All shows
begin at 9 p.m. Dec. 16:
Bill Coffey and Gary
Newcomb.
Dec.
17:
Maria Tindal. Dec. 18:
Jon Barger. Dec. 23:
Rebecca Scott. Dec. 30:
Graveltruck unplugged.

Admission is free. The sessions run from 12:10 to 1
p.m. at the YWCA on 720
W. Washington. Dec. 15:

Talnl:ludld.

.,..-

_

~L..-----------

G r a i n y's
Basement
3452955. 107 S. 6th.
Open 8:30 p.m.-2
a.m. Ages 21 and
over.
Dec.
15-18
and
21-23:
The
Trauma
Hounds.
Dec.
29-31:
Jack
Mormon.
Hannah's
345-7557.
621 W. Main. Doors open
at 3 p.m. on weekdays, 5 .
p.m. weekends. Ages 21
and over. Tue nights:
Suicide Qutch. Wed..:.Sat:
Rocci and The Agents.

dents, I can't get my loved
ones the caliber of gifts I·
would like to give them.
However, I know they
don't care what the gift is
like as long as I give them
my love and care when ~m
with them over the holidays.
After all, in a world full
of materialism, suffering,
crime and bad sitcoms,
love and caring are the ,
greatest Christmas gift
anyone could hope to
receive.

ely

I

"A MILESTONE!"
'-Peler Travers. ROLLING STONE

"MOVERY

BIGTHUMBSUPI"
-SISKEl & EBERT

Tom
Grainey's;
345-2505.
109 S. 6th. Open 9:30
p.m.-2 a.m. Ages 21 and
over. Sun nights feature
rock 'n' roll with Boi
Howdy. Man night is
blues night with Chicken
Cordon Blues. Tue night
is jazz night featuring
Opus Pocus from 8:30
p.m. to close. Dec. 15-18:
The Kathy Miller Blues
J3and. Dec. 21-23 and 2931: The Tourists.

Hypnotist
Jerry
Harris
385-3655.
Sponsored by SPB and
SAC Finals Relief. TIckets
cost $4 general admission, $2 for BSU faculty
and staff and $1 or a
donation
of canned
goods for BSU students.
The program begins at 8
p.m. in the Special
Events Center on Dec. 14.

Misc.

Dinomonsters
3439895. 131. Myrtle St.
Sponsored
by
The
Concerts
Lock, Stock N' Barrel
Discovery
Center
of
385-9060. 4705 Emerald.
Idaho. Tickets are availHandel's
Messiah
Open 8 p.m.vmidnight.
344-7901 .. Presented by able at Select-a-Seat for
Ages 21 and over. Sun
$4.50 adults, $3 seniors'the
Boise
Master
night: bluegrass music.
and students ages three
Chorale.
Tickets
cost
$10,
Tue-Sat:
Tauge&
through 1,8and free.to all
adults'
and
$8.50
for
Faulkner.
seniors and. students at children ages two and
under and DCI members.
Neurolux' 343-0886.
Select-a-Seat. The concert
111 N; llthSt.
Ages 21 begins at 7:30 p.m. on Dinomonsters will be on
display Dec. 24 from 9
and over. Doors open at Dec. 14. at the First
a.m.t03
p.m., Dec~ 26
9 p.m. Mon-;-Sat. Cover
United
M~th9,~Jst
. from noon to 5 p.~., Dec.
charges ~arhY;~DiveO:J:
27-Janl from 10a.m.-5
every mg t.
ec. r: ".:~:"'''''~'' "";,":,':'
.... .;p:m.andJan.2
from
Idaho and.·Bbneflo~~
':·:./.i:~~.;~/~~Y:j;t~!tt.
..
;'~.:'/
·
,'.'1
A.'" :r~h'
....:Ch
i
y'
:SUlU,~Pl11eVJl~!ttt\;;o.
noon
to
5
p.m.
D e~.. "'I'.' _ . .,.
,e ..l'
"":'.io"':~:"i..J:··iit~:?~'·~i':'.'
:
Poppin' . Da4dys. and,.·"e~~e.,
!'~'~
LiieratureFor
Lunch
Red-footed.Genius. Dec.,. .76f:)O •. Sponsor~dby~he
.16: tim.othy'Timm ..Dec., .. O.19:.:Boi~e GuUar .. <;:!'. 385-3426. Sponsored by
the YWCA "and BSU"
lZ.:DJ Jobnny~ Dec. 18; .' Tlcke~s cost
$,7 'In
Department of English,
'Royball, KidCorduroy
.. adv{lnc~, $8 iJt the.door
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How etten
do you have

killer· sex? .
We're talking about'killer sex in the true sense of
the word. Sex without the right precautions.
Sex that can tum yOu off...for good
look, we don't want to scare you.(Well,
maybe a little.) And although abstinence is the
only sure protection, we don't want to tell you
how to lead your life.. We just want to teach .
you the mu of life about sexually transmitted
..... e.-__ diseases. And there are over 30 of them including AIDS, the deadliest of them all.
. .'
Now itmaynot be easy to come in and see us the first
lime. But rest easyl· YQu'lIfind us caring, u.nderstanding and professional. We'll take.the time to know you and answer all your questions
In plain, simple language. And, don't worry, everything's confidential,
. not to mention affordable ..
These days, yOu've got to know all
about safer sex .. And we can help .. We offer
testing and treatment of sexually transmitted
diseases as well as contraceptive advice and supplies.
.
So think about Planned Parenth~.
andthinkabo!Jt your own halth anCI well .
being. Make the smart. choICe and make an
,appoiritmimt today.,
.

For an' appointment,
'. call 345';" 0760 '.

pl.Plann.ed Parenthood"
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Vintage rock'n'
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Sean Lee Brandt
Staff Writer
Feel the rush. Let the
symphony of sound roll
over your body, caressing
your most intimate secrets.
The wave builds to a
crescendo, then crashes
,,.. into your .mind,
leaving
you
shaken
and
thoughtful,
noticing
new
things about the
world around you.
You've just been
hit with the new
release from those northern
lights, Rush. Their latest,
Counterparts, proves even
after almost 20 years of
rock and roll, this trio can
still remain poignant to

• Spook continued
from page 5

,....

ture became the Subal
Theater, the home of the
Theater Department and
the venue for all their productions. Until then, mysterious
events
had
occurred in the building,
but not with the frequency
that would suggest
a
chronic infestation
of
spooks. When the Theater
Department
moved in,
however, Dina emerged,
fulfilling that unwritten
law of haunting that states
all theaters must possess a
spiritual entity to frustrate
every facet of a performance.
Sightings of the ghost
became regular
occurrences. The letters D-I-N-A
would appear scrawled in
lipstick across mirrors, and
in various colors on chalk-

both the young and the
old.
Geddy Lee, Neil Peart
and Alex Lifeson work
together in a way which
has been achieved by only
a few bands in history.
They complement
each other with
the
raw
sounds of
guitar,
drums
and
bass, making
music which is more
felt than heard.
The single, "Stick It
Out," a plea for both fortitude and forbearance, is
currently moving up the
charts on the airwaves.
"Cold Fire" recently made
its debut on local radios
boards. Unexplained accidents plagued the actors,
and set designs
were
ruined almost as if by
magic. For a time, students
even began referring to
Dina by name, blaming
her for all the misfortune
associated with the ballroom. It was almost as if
the ghost herself had
decided, upon her death in
the '40s, that no public
spectacle should ever be
held in the room without
her. Whatever the motive,
she was-certainly successful at letting her presence
be known.
The legend has diminished slightly over the
years, but is still told oncein-awhile in one form or
another. The most puzzling aspect of the story is
that no historical record of
Dina has been' found, and
no suicide is mentioned in

andha's
received welldeserved kudos.
The song "Animate"
yearns
for a man to
address his duality-his
anima, feminine side, and
his animus, masculine
side, and learn to gently
dominate himself to

produced an ever-expanding library of 19 albums.
The music of Rush; like
life, is driven by bothharmony and friction, pleasure and pain, flesh, blood
and soul. These are the
ingredients which
make up 'life.

.ni;;~:n~.....• . T.::!~ir~.;~e
d r i v en'
responses.
The
very
title
of
the
album, Counterparts, focuses on aspects of life which
complement each other, be
it by contrast or com parison. This is the synergy
which has held Rush
together for 20 years and
the documents of the time.
Even
then-President
Eugene B. Chaffee makes
no mention of Dina or the
suicide in his memoirs.
When questioned
about
the ghost by Julie Monroe
of The Idaho Statesman in
1975, Chaffee had not even
a vague recollection of any
such event Although he
was in the Army at the
time of the death, Chaffee
was certain he would have
been notified of such a
e •

.we, the
.'

Ii s t.e n e r,

can best understand
and relate to.
The musical genius of
Rush lies not in their ability to make complex riffs'
and
drumbeats
and
orchestration, which they
do all of and more, but in
their magical knack for

bringing music home; to
where the heart is.
Lee doesn't sing' about
his life, his car, his partners, his house or any other
superfluous aspect relating
only to his world. He
brings an emotion of vitality, of life to the words of
the songs. Songs of
love and hope
and accomplishment, as well as
. songs of pain and
suffering and intolerance, run side by
side through Rush's
.existence;
.
Put the pieces of your
life in place, recognize
your
counterparts.
Experience
"Rush's
Counterparts for yourself,
so you maybe whole.

tragedy.
ing 'exist.because we want
Events do sometimes
it to. It is a tale. of heartslip through the net of his- break everyone sooner or
tory, and the persistence of later can relate to, and the
the tale prevents its origins
mystery itself is a reminder
from being discounted as of the past, a piece of folk- .
completely
false. The
lore to help define who we
haunting itself, however,
.have become, and what
has many probable explaour social environment
nations for each andevery
once was.
occurrence, but all without
It is folklore that somea
definite proof. But perhaps . thing as persistent.as
ghost 'will not let us forget.
proof has never been
Live on Dina, if only in our
wanted or needed. Perhaps
imagination.
the legend and the haunt-

Get Scientific!
Get Hewlett Packard

r=~ __

•

HP-48G Scientific
Calculator'
• 3D graphics, polynomials,
enhanCed matrices
• Graphics with storage and recall
• Essential tableslfunctions bum~n

HP-48GX' Professional
Scientific Expandable

Ust$165.00
.Bookstore:

$127.95
Ust$350.00

~ BuilHn advanced math functions

Bookstore:

• Enhanced RPN with A/gebrak:
input
.

$265.95

·Infared ~ter interface
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Broncos
'bounce
bockto
split pair

squad
wins one,
loses one
Scott Samples
Sports Editor

Scott Samples
Sports Editor

What a difference a day can make.
Unfortunately
for the BSU
women's basketball team, the difference between last Saturday's game
against Maine and Sunday's contest
with Minnesota wasn't a good one.
In the first game of the University
of Minnesota Dial Soap Classic in
Minneapolis, the Broncos showed
just how easily they could dominate
an opponent
when they beat up
Maine 87-53.
But in the tournament's championship against host Minnesota on
Sunday, BSU spotted the Golden
Gophers a nine-point halftime lead
that the Broncos could not overcome.
With the weekend split, BSU's
record now stands at 5-2 overall.
Going into the tournament,
the
possibility that the Broncos may have
been a little tired arose. After all, the
team had playedBve games'inlO
days and had onIystopped in Boise
for three days after nearly a weeklong road trip in Hawaii.
But Boise State's' 34-point thrashing of Maine suggested otherwise.
Center Lidiya Varbanova led all
scorers with 23 points in the contest,

The BSU men's basketball team
learnedsomething
about itself this
weekend-it
knows'
how to
bounce back from adversity.
Boise State found that fact out
after suffering a 71-50. thumping at
the hands of Rutgers in the opening game of the Delta Bearcat
Classic
on Friday,
when
it
rebounded in Saturday's game by
knocking off Cleveland State 53-44.
"In all honesty, to get a split in
this-tournament,
I think that's a
big accomplishment
for this ball
club," BSU head coach Bobby Dye
said in a postgame radio interview.
The two contests
give the
Broncos a 4-2 overall record.
Things did not go well for BSU
in the first game. Rutgers, 3-3 after
losing to 20th-ranked Cincinnati in
the championship game; pressured
the young Bronco squad allnight,
forcing,20 turnovers and a 32 percent shooting performance' from
, the field.
'
The Rutgers
defense didn't

• Broncos continued

page
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BSU's Phil Rodman, 34, lets out a yell as he dunks in last
Tuesday's win over Humboldt State.
'

• Women continued

page
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Wrestling teem young, loaded with talent
Scott Samples
Sports Editor
This year's, BSU.wrestling team is
loaded with talent. The biggest question is, will the Broncos be too
young to realize it.
TheBroncos are returning several
strong wrestlers
from last year's
squad, as well as a handful of transfers and a strong freshman class.

"I think we've got as good a team
as we've had in quite some time, if
everyone progresses as expected,"
BSU head coach Mike Young said.
In his 21st year at Boise State,
Young has seen a lot of teams, both
good and bad.
And last year's team turned out
to be a fairly good one, as it sent
four wrestlers to theNCAA championships. It was the first time BSU
had sent that many wrestlers to the

championships.
While the Broncos have some seasoned wrestlers, they are a fairly
young squad overall, as they will be
starting four freshmen:
"(The youth of the team) will be a
factor, because although we have a
couple good freshman wrestlers,
they are still freshmen and it's hard
to expect them to compete like older
wrestlers can," Young said.
While the team as a whole is

young, this year the Broncos return
two NCAA finalists in senior Tony
Evans (142-pound weight class) and
junior Andy Leathers (158).
The team should have had one
more of last year's finalists, heavyweight Tony Vanek. However, Vanek
decided to forego this season-he
has
one
more
season
of

• Wrestlers continued on

page
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Gymnasts look to improve
on last seasons successes
"She'll have a lot more help. Everyone
has improved a whole lot," Sandmire said.
Behind Wagner will be some talented
veterans, as well as some impressive freshComing off it's best finish in the promen.
gram's history, finishing 17th in the nation,
"Four veterans, Leslie Mott, who redthe Boise State gymnastics program is still
shirtedber
first year because of injuries,
looking for improvement.
Amy Kilgore, Keri Swanson, and [ennifer
"Wewant to continue to get.better,"
Martin will give the team depth and consisgymnastics coach Sam Sandmire said, "We
, teney, Sandmire said.
,
want to learn something every meet."
"Leslie has surpassed the level she was
The Broncos, who are rich in talent, will
at when she was hurt," Sandmire
said.
be led by the program's
first ever 'All"Amy is a standout on the beam. Keri and
, American,junior Julie Wagner.
Jennifer are steady and talented."
'Wagner, who posted the firs~ lOin
school history on the vault, will eventually
• Gvmnasts continued on
,pickupwhere
she left off last season
18
5andmiresaid.
Layne D. Hansen
Staff Writer
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IhateShaq.
I'm sick of hearing about
Shaq this, Shaq that.
Shaquille O'Neal is not
Jesus Christ returned
(though the products he
endorses would have us
believe it).
Iknow, he's a great basketball player and with
MichaeIJordan gone, he's
more important to the NBA
than ever.
But I was mCk of Jordan
and I'm glad he's gone. Now
there's Shaq.
What is it about society
that makes us 1::ieateverything worth loving.into the
ground, leaving us with
only loathing for the object

we originally so desiredt
Why do we feel the need to
emblazon his image on
every stinking T-shirt in
existence, listen to his rap on
the radio and see his toothy
grin on the television every
other second?
Some of you will say that
it's not the fans fault at all,
it's the wretched capitalist
pig-dogs who produce all
the Shaq shit. But guess
what? You're the consumer-it's your fault.
This situation isn't just
confined to sports, either.
Remember that song you
liked a year ago, so much so,
that you went out and actually bought the albumt '

• Broncos continued from
page 17'
.even allow a Bronco player to score
in double figures, as guard Bernard
Walker led the squad with nine
points.
"If we'd shot the ball better (on
Friday), I think we had a chance to
win," Dye said.
Boise State did shoot better
against Cleveland State; hitting 41
percent from the field.
Forward Shambric Williams was
spectacular
for BSU, scoring 25
points
and pulling
down
12
rebounds.
"I thought
Shambric
played
extremely
well," Dye said. "I

• Wrestlers continued
from page 17
eligibility-to
finish his
degree.
Young will fill the heavyweight slot with junior college transfer Shawn Stipich.
But if Stipich doesn't pan
out, Young said Vanek may
still come back and wrestle.
Boise State's season has

I'll bet you never listen to
it anymore.
'And I'll tell you why.
Today's society seems to
think that if a little bit is

thought it was a fantastic game for
him."
Williams was obviously a huge
factor in the game, due in part to the
fact that he was the only Bronco to
hit a free throw.
Williams was 6 for 10 from the
line, while the team as a whole was
a woeful 6 for, 17 in the game, and 12
for 27 in the tournament.
Boise State returns home Dec. 22
for a game against Adams State
College
before
hosting
the
Albertson's
Holiday Classic from
Dec. 29-30.
BSU will start the tournament
against Slippery Rock State, and will
play Alcorn State or Southwest
Louisiana in the next game.

looking forward to the rematch,
but the results were the same.
In Sunday's game, the Broncos
while forward Tory Torrolova
had four players scoring in double
added 12 points and forward
figures, but it wasn't enough to
Heather Sower tossed in 14 points
stop the offensive performance of
and seven rebounds.
'
All-American Carol Ann Shudlick.
"It was our best 40 minutes of
Schudlick, a 6-foot center who
basketball, offensively and defenwas averaging 26 points and 11
sively, this season," BSU head , rebounds going into the game, ,
coach June Daugherty said.
tossed in a whopping 33 points to
The win setup'
a rematch
lead the Gophers.
against Minnesota, who had beatGuard Angie Evans paced the
en the Broncos 9'>91 in the chamBroncos with 19 points, while
pionship game of atournament in
Torrolova had' 15, Varbanova
Santa Clara, Calif., last year.
scored 14; and point guard Tricia
Daugherty said her team was
Bader added 10.

• Women continued from
page 17

already begun, with a fair
Las Vegas for the Collegiate
amount of success.
Wrestling Championships.
The Broncos wrestled
The Broncos-with
several
well in a tournament
in a
wrestlers weakened by the
non-scoring tournament at
flu-finished
20th overall
Western Montana, placing
after ending
12th in the
five in the finals and pro- ' same tournament this time
ducing three champions,
last year.
then followed that with an
Still, Young said things
18-14 win over Brigham
are looking good for as early
Young in Provo, Utah.
in the season as it is. '
But things didn't go so
"I think we're basically
well when BSU traveled to
right on track," he said.

..

I

Irs AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE,

up

• Gymnasts continued
from page 17

,phrase "Whatever it takes" as their motto,
has shown their coach that they have the
desire to improve.
'
"This team is committed'," Sandmire
Freshmen Heather Lloyd, Amy Hannach
said. "They want it bad."
'
and Ioleen Dahl are expected to add depth,
And although Sandmire doesn't have
as well as good scores to the Broncos' team
any predictions of where her squad will fineffort.
ish, she does expect her team to do a hand,
"Heather has a real good background
ful of things.
and she is extremely talented," Sandmire
"I expect them to believe in themselves,"
said. "Amy has a great work ethic and Ioleen
Sandmire said. "Not only do they have to
is an incredible athlete."
believe in themselves,
they also have to
\~,.,
This might sound promising to Bronco
believe that it is possible to achieve their '
gymnastics fans, but injuries have been a
goals."
stumbling block for the program.
Which goals, Sandmire wouldn't say.
"We have not had one practice where
~he likes to keep things under in perspecevery member of the team was at 100 pertive.
cent," Sandmire said. "We have the potential
"We try to set goals that we have control
to do better than last year-we just have to '
over," Sandmire said. "I'd love to finish
get and stay healthy."
higher than last year:'
The Broncos, a team that has chosen the

/)0'

good, then more must be
better,
But we reach a point of
diminishing returns; beyond
that, the return actually
..
reverses and our pleasure
turns into hatred. ,
Either the. radio stations
beat that song to death for
you, OJ:: you eventually did it
yourself ..."
., And if you're not sick of
Shaq yet, I guarantee you .
will be.
'
If you don'! get sick of
him eventually, you're more
of a mindless sports pro- .
grammingreceptacle
than I
..thought you were.:
But Shaq doesn't rea;;y
deserve it, either. The man is
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. $8.00 DISCOUNT
with this coupon
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expires 12-11-93
SATURN PRINTING ----,
BRING YOUR GIRLFRIENDSHE GETS IN FOR

1/2

On Broadway ecrossIrcm

PR~CE ~

Albertsons Center

Self-Service Copies
Full-Color Caples

5¢
95¢

High-Speed Caples (100+) .. 4¢
Oversl.ze Caples (17x22) ..$1.50
FAX Service Available

Full-Service Offset Printing
In-House Typesetting,
Design & Layout .
Business Cards· Letterhead
Envelopes· Carbonless Forms
Newsletters· Brochures

NOW PLAY
PAINT8ALL

(SPLAT GUN)

-CO/~r.~=,~

GAMES INDOORS 1

336-8170

WE HAVE CASTLES,
MOUNTAINS, GHOST TOWNS,
. AND MUCH MORE!

FAX 344-6037
1222 Broadway Ave. Boise
Free Pick-up & Delivery

WE RENT AND SELL
EVERYTHING YOU NEED AT:

L

37 E. BROADWAY,
~~~~~!~~~~~

The fruitcake has
recently been booted off
the top of Todd's Hated
Holiday Items list. For
those of you who
haven't heard, a new
report released by the
FBI has proven that in
the past 28 years, only
seven fruitcakes have
been circulating around
the country, making
their way from unsuspecting family to unsus'pecting family. If you've
received a fruitcake
since the Johnson
Administration, you've
probably seen one of the.
"Magnificent Seven."
Fortunately, if you
actually ingested any
part of one of these
fruitcakes, don't worry
(unless it was that little
green thing that glows).
There is just enough
Uranium 235 to safely
preserve a fruitcake for
8,450 years, which is,
oddly enough, also the
approximate life span of
Zsa Zsa Gabor.
In the hallowed halls
of annoying and pointless holiday gifts, the
fruitcake, as it happens,
is dead. Potpourri is
king. I deemed it important to take the time to
look up the word in the
Schmeckman English
Dictionary, where the
origin of "potpourri" is
given. Potpo, from the
French for" smell not
found in nature," and
urri from the Celtic for
"shelf lining."
I can't speak for
everyone, but when I
smell potpourri, I can't
help but think of a rainswept morning, where I
imagine myself riding
horseback through a
green meadow, wearing
only my Spiderman
pajamas while my hairline recedes in the
breeze.
Potpourri is supposed
to spawn such feelings
in us, and who can
argue when Madison
Avenue has created such
romantic, and yet practical products like the
new potpourri air freshener, which not only
manages to somehow

,.".
'\

convert pure aloe to
gaseous form, but also
makes any bathroom
smell like that classic
aroma that Henry David
Thoreau wrote of in
chapter 14 of Walden,
the "Victoria's Secret"
odor. Yes, nothing
reminds me more of an
afternoon on Redfish
Lake than Boise Towne
Square in an aerosol can.
My wife is one of the
pod people that the potpourri syndicate has
brainwashed, and I'm
left helpless. I have
about the same amount
of influence with
regards to the decoration of our apartment as
Luxembourg has at the
United Nations, which
my wife likes, being as
my idea of decor consists of "Dogs Playing
Poker."
I'm still trying to fig.ure out what was so
wrong with the way that
our society used to
smell. Has it got so bad
that we need to make
sure that our houses
smell like Heloise's closet? Granted, driving by
Nampa doesn't exactly
remind me of an Irish
Spring commercial, but
is this the best answer
we have to improve the
smell of the holiday season? What's next from
Madison Avenue? Clear
potpourri?
I miss fruitcake
already.

Todd Sholty is a columnist for The Arbiter, and
you can send him a sympathy fruitcake at : The
Arbiter, 1910
University Drive,
Boise, ID 83725.
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Donate Blood PlaSma

15 people=$500 weekly
American Biomedical Center

1021Broadway
'338-0613

40,000,000 Hospital patients

rely 01\ p111S11l1l
ro.ooo Hemophiliacsrely
on plasma
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. '.IDAHO HtJMANESocIETY'AuXn.IARY
. Have a photo taken oj
you and your pet with the
Original Santa Paws: .

ZamzowsStores,Dec -.18 and 19
$5 donauonhelps
Place Unwanted 'Pets

TuesdaYs;·5.plfi: .
tn'theSUB
call Ted at'S85-3S25

. YourigLf!e.l01 .
SUNDAYNIGHrs,S':30
PM,.9:3.0PM
SUB Boytri~on ~()()m .
Meet newJitendsjor Bible study
and discussion.. '; '..
Call Tom, 377.:.5240'," ..'

Political 'Science -N;sociatlon
is organiZinglOet invOlvedl.
Notjustjor

American Red Cross Classes
Babysitting Course
STANDARD
FIRsTAm ANDCPR·

'.
" ..

PolltfcalSclence. Majors

Call Jim at 345~5706 everiings

Campu.s MmlstX'!es

Women's CelllteJr
SUPPORT GROUP
Fridays at 2:30, SUB Annex II.
Call385-4259'
.

Bible Studies and Fellowships
Tuesdays, 7 pm .
2001 University Drive
Call Dan at 345-4425

Adult volunteers needed for
Juvenile Court's Diversion Program
to handle Juvenile offenders

CALL JOANNE YACKLEY AT

Baptist

375-0314

Tnliningprovided.
STUDENT
YWCA
The Political Muscle for BSU Women
Wednesdays, 3:30-4:30 pm .
at the Women's Center
Call Joan at 385-4259

Call Glenna Crawforth at 364-3014

Voices for Human Rights
Thursdays at Noon
SUB ALEXANDER ROOM
Call Gary at 338-6897
Finals Relief
sponsored by Student Activities
DEC. 15-20
Seejlyers around the campusl

Call Renee, 385-1223
MLK Celebration Dinner
MONDAY,
JAN. 17
Jordan Ballroon, 6:30 pm
For Tickets call .
Annette Knight, 385-0621

..

Sports Card Show
Saturday, Dec. 18
10am-4pm.

SUB Farnsworth Room
Student Union Board of Governors

'Planning is now, taking place!

Wednesday, Jan. 19, 3 pm
SUB Farnsworth Room
Call Todd Sholty at 365-1551

To get involved
Call Jon at 344-0147

. D?MA STpDENTCH1)PTER
MEETING
Every 2nd and 4th Tuesday

7:30 pm in Jordan BallroomB
Call Elden at 384:-9181

(')If'

Classified
Levi SOl's. Top Dollar Paid.
Phillips 66, Capitol Blvd &
Univ.

900
PHONE
LINES
TURNKEY AND CUSTOM
LINES. FOR COMPREHENSIVE INFO KIT SEND $2.00
TO: DHM, 15702 HALlDALE
AVE. #A, GARDENA, CA
90247

GET
THE
A YOU
DESERVE 1 It's the pick-up,
typeset, fully edited laserprinted, hand-delivered so can
get your A medicine! Get the A
you Deserve! Call Jeannie @
327-8417

CRUISE
SHIP JOBSI
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly.
.. .Summer /
holidays/ fulltime. World travel.
~Caribbean,
Hawaii,Europe,
Mexico, Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc..No experience
necessary. CALL 602-680-4647,
ExtC147.

•

STUDENT
YWCA
w1ll be selling'
Self-Defense Materials
Friday, Dec. 17
10 am-3pm in the SUB

.,-.
OPPORTUNITIES

l'

National Gathertng of the
GREENS/GREEN PARTY USA
to be held in Boise
Aug. ·11-16 at BSU

Advisory Board to the Union

PHONE 345-8204

1

Hypnotist Jerry Harris
Sponsored by SPB ·and Finals Relief
TUESDAY, DEC: 14, 8 PM
Special Events Center
Call 385-3655 .

ONE
BLOCK
FROM
CAMPUS Brand new 3 bedroom duplex. Washer/Dryer.
Built-in desk, tile, central gas
air, garden, quiet dead-end
street. 344-1822.

THE DEAN'S SEARCH
COMMITTEE for the College
of Social Sciences and Public
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL
Affairs
seeks
student
JOBS. Earn $2500/mo + travel
applications (graduate and
the world free! (Caribbean,
upper divisions majors in the
Europe, Hawaii, Asia!) Cruise
college), from those interested
. lines now hiring for busy holiin serving on the committee.
day, spring and summer seasons. Listing Service. Call (919) The workload includes reading
personnel files and attending a
929-4398ext 160.
number of meetings in Dec. HOLIDAY HELP: TEMPO- Jan. If interested contact Dr.
John Freemuth,
Dept. of
RARY AND PERMANENT
,rosITIONS AVAILABLE$8.75 . .Political Science, BSUi· 3853931.
TO START.FLEXIBLEHOURS.
NO EXPERIENCE NECES- .
,~~, SARY.CALL 377-9271.
PERSONALS

. MISC~
CASH REWARD We buy"

.

.,SWM!ookingforyou
the.
perfect feJ:na1eto bea friend
and willing togrow' inJo',a serh

FAX 385-3198

ous relationship. I like sports,
long walks, all types of people
and talking and listening to
what you have to say. I am a
very loving young man.
Box 2
SWCM, 6' 2", 170 lbs.,
brown hair/brown
eyes,
attractive, N/S, looking for
S/DWCF, 21-28, 5'5"+, attractive, slender, N/S, no kids, that
likes country -dancing and
rodeos,
..,' for
long
friendship / serious relationship.
. Box 4
Tall, attractive, 24-year-old
GWM into music, movies, fitness, honesty, hang time, discretion and outdoor activities.
Seeking same, 18-28for friendship/possible relationship.:
Box 6

A cool guy, BSU Grad. BA
'74 wishing for a woman with
beauty and brains who has a
4:0 in emotion. I act like I am
20 but understand 40. Money
property helping other people
is my game.
Box 9.

OhI:Amour!!
Intelligent 21-year-old' N / S
GWM. Enjoys art, music,
movies and walks in the rain.
Seeking same, 19-24, who is
honest, supportive and discreet, .someone REAL. No
Blanes or Antoines please.
Box 12

Nice looking, intelligent,
SM looking for SF for companionship and study buddy.
Desire slender, attractive, outgoing lady 20-305,' who enjoys.
laughter and good food. Write
and tell me about yourself.
Photo please. Money and time
to spend on quality.
Box 11.

Howto answer a personal:
Just send in your reply to The
Arbiter 1910 University Dr.,
83725, attention personals
name the box.
•
. Your reply will then be forwarded to the owner of the
box in a.highly confidential
'mannel:
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Repair Your
Birkenstocks

'.
The Best in Townl

II

Don'tthrow away your
Birkenstocks. We have
",elmowledgeand'
:' experien.ce to
. ...
: mak~ them',·· >
,':

,~
...."d,.. ;.'.,:~
~'." ....:,
:
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: •Rosendahl Shoe Service'
:,
:'

':;., In the Cn:stlin Plaza· ---,:
Cll,~cr of Cunls and FnIllkJln
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*ParHIme
. ., *Work.c/osiltohome'
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*Exceptlon8Jadvancement .
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